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Next meeting

1 October 2019
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Agenda item: 2– Action item update

Updates on outstanding items were provided. (see action items)
The guidance for the Simpler BAS action item has been published on the Software
Developer’s website: https://softwaredevelopers.ato.gov.au/sites/default/files/resourceattachments/Simpler%20BAS%20clarification.pdf

Agenda item: 3 – Deductions schedule – Tax time findings

Ross advised that they have been reviewing the quality of the information provided as part
of the deductions schedule lodged by Tax Agents. Overall the information is of a relatively
high quality however there are some areas that require further assessment with DSP’s
and Tax Agents. The three key areas of focus have been:
1. Higher instances where no granular description information for particular labels
2. The use of Schedule W (Work related Expense) codes in replacement for
descriptions
3. Incorrect reporting of information associated with Self-education deductions
We plan to set up meetings with DSPs which have issues and individually work through
these issues over the forthcoming 2 weeks.
In regards to the granular data for income schedule, we hope to have a rough list of fields
that may be included in the schedule. Please note this a draft only being circulated to
open a conversation with DSPs.
Agenda item: 4 – Q&A opportunity for digital identity and M2M

Paul Stasinowsky gave a quick overview of the topics covered in the AUSkey transition
webinar held on 28 August. The recording and presentation have been published on the
Software Developer’s website:
https://softwaredevelopers.ato.gov.au/AUSkeytransitioninfosession28082019
The topics covered included:
 AUSkey is being decommissioned in March 2020
 myGovID to prove your identity
 RAM
 M2M solution to replace device AUSkey
He opened up to the group for any questions they may have.
Sandeep Gopalan had a query related to other government agency portals which required
linking to AUSkey. Paul advised that the process would be the same – an account would
still need to be created to use their portals, but would now be linked to the new M2M
credential rather than the AUSkey.
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Agenda item: 5 – Timeline of deliverables impacting DSPs and Support for M2M
in EVTE and production
Roger Obbes spoke to the group about the timelines for the delivery of the M2M solution,
testing M2M in EVTE and what support would be provided during the transition. Roger
advised we were working to very tight timeframes, with all AUSkey’s being
decommissioned at the end of March 2020 and won’t be extended beyond this date.
The machine credential will be released into production on 16/09/2019, but will not be
available for use until end October as we wait on the iRap assessment. Once the iRap is
complete, the M2M solution will be available in production and will operate in parallel with
AUSkey from October 2019 to March 2020. We expect DSPs to begin to transition to the
new M2M solution from November 2019 to January 2020. This will allow time to support
DSPs and manage any issues through to March 2020.
M2M testing in EVTE for SBR2 is now available – we would like DSPs’ to have completed
testing in EVTE by the end of October 2019 to ensure their software is fully compatible.
DSP’s can register for EVTE testing using Online Services and navigating to the M2M
credential group then submitting a Register for M2M testing in EVTE. DSP’s will receive a
welcome pack via email which contains the detailed steps of how to test the new machine
credential in EVTE.
M2M testing in EVTE for SBR1 is in a limited trial and DSP’s can test software products
after the trial is completed. This is expected to be available soon.
There will be further communications to DSPs as we ramp up testing in EVTE.
There is additional support available for EVTE with the rapid resolution of issues and
escalation of tickets. Issues and questions can be raised by using ‘Online Services for DSPs’
and navigating to the M2M credential group . Support in PROD will align with the current
support model, but with heightened response. There will also be user support for
myGovID and RAM.
Read more about the M2M authentication solution and AUSkey decomissioning.
Agenda item: 6 – Tax time 2020
Brendan Kee advised DWIS was carrying out a basic rollover of all ITR forms and that the
new income schedule was coming.
Partnership, Attributed Managed Investment Trust (AMIT), and Trust returns will see new
labels added – more details will be provided when we talk about Stapled Structures at
next week’s Tax Time event.
The preservation age issue has been escalated and is being followed up with income tax
product.
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Agenda item: 7 – Platform update
Madhavi provided an update on platform performance over the past fortnight.
The platform has been quite stable with no significant issues to report.
Post Implementation Review of Taxtime19 Performance:
 During the month of July, availability of PROD2 is 97.26%.
o Planned Outages - 24.5 hours
o And Unplanned - 11.5hrs
 Volumes for Taxtime19
o In July 2019 alone, SBR2 processed 633% more transactions compared to
July 2018.
o In August 2019, SBR2 processed 490% more transactions compared to
August 2018.
o Platform optimisation work that has been done before and during the Tax Time
has helped handle this load. This includes but not limited to:
 Increase of Disk Volume of the Sterling and MEIG servers and the
Reporting Server Databases
 Also GPFS Servers have been scaled up to improve performance
Some feedback we have received:
For Taxtime19, our systems have
• Increased Platform Stability
• Better Performance and are
• More Reliable
We continue to explore areas of improvement for future Tax Time and here are few things
that are on our agenda:
• Provide End to End Picture on the Dashboard for clients – we have started
analysis around how best and quickly we can communicate system degradations
to our clients.
• Continue to improve the stuck batch reporting and replay
Request for suggestions:
If DSPs have recommendations for any other improvements, please share with account
managers, or send ideas through Online Services for DSPs.

Agenda item: 8 – Agent online environment update
Sonia Lark introduced David Baker, advising he would have an on-going agenda item to
give some business context to what is occurring in the agents’ online environment.
David began with an update on the PLS dashboard as the group had previously raised a
query around the batch graph having been removed. David advised a batch graph is
being designed – it made a brief appearance, but was removed as it was not complete.
He hopes it will be back up within the next four weeks.
David also advised that they had responded to feedback that DSPs wanted company tax
return available in a SRP service – this is currently being tested.
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A recent open forum event in Perth highlighted a couple of issues raised by agents:


STP is a major issue for BAS agents, some of which provide boutique payroll
services



Access to deceased clients’ records - agent authority ceased once ATO receives
notification of death. This causes frustration to agents and the executors. ATO is
working with various public trustees to come up with a solution to assist agents.

Agenda item: 9 – DSP feedback/issues
Sonia advised the group that there is now a new set of tickets available in Online Services
for DSPs related to Consultation and Engagement:


Submit an Expression of Interest



Raise a matter for consultation



DSP Insights



General questions



Consultation feedback.

No other issues were raised by the group.
Please note: Due to the proximity to the Services for Tax Practitioners event being held 11
and 12 September, the PLS working group meeting on the 17 September has been
cancelled.
The next meeting will be 01 October 2019.
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